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His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Sabah

Prime Minister
returns home

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah returned to Kuwait yesterday
after paying a special visit outside the country. On arrival,
His Highness the Premier was welcomed by First Deputy
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Defense Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance Dr Anas Al-
Saleh as well as a number of other ministers and senior
officials. —KUNA

The suspect who was arrested posing as a mem-
ber of the police Special Forces.

A cooking gas cylinder that caused a fire in
Abdallah Al-Mubarak.

Firefighters are seen outside an Abdallah Al-Mubarak
house where a fire was reported.

Senior Kuwait Fire Services Directorate officials are seen at the site
of the paper factory fire.

Fake policeman caught in Andalus
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A police patrol in Andalus arrested a
Lebanese man for posing as a member of the
police Special Forces. The patrol stopped him
after suspecting the car he was driving which
belongs to a car lease company. He gave
police a fake name and claimed to be a
Kuwaiti, telling police he did not have his ID
with him. Police also noticed a Special Forces
uniform in the car, and he said it belongs to a
friend of his. The suspect was taken to Andalus
police station, and the phone he was carrying

had a picture of him in uniform. He told police
that he had the uniform made for him to make
his girlfriends believe he was a Kuwaiti. The
man was sent to concerned authorities.

Explosives found
Police found explosives and ammunitions

inside pipes dumped at an open area in Abdali
north of the country. Bomb squads, Special
Task and State Security Force had headed to
the scene after patrol officers reported finding
10 orange pipes in the area. Explosive materi-
al, AK-47 ammo and matchboxes were found

inside the pipes. Investigations are ongoing to
identify those responsible for the pipes.

Fatal crash
A Syrian man was killed during a collision

between two trucks on Subbiya Road, near
Abdaly Bridge. In another incident, firemen
freed people trapped inside a vehicle involved
in a car accident on King Fahad road,
Nuwaiseeb bound.

Gas leak
Fire broke out in a house in Abdallah Al-

Mubarak. Firemen discovered a gas leak as the
fire was in the kitchen. The fire was put out
before it could spread. No injuries were reported.

Factory fire
A paper factory went in flames which start-

ed in old paper used for recycling. Three fire-
men were injured while fighting the fire and
investigations are underway to determine the
cause of the fire.

Stable fire
Fire broke out in a Mina Abdallah stable

according to a call received by Kuwait Fire
Services Directorate (KFSD) operations.
Firemen found the fire in the guard’s room and
kept it from spreading, before putting it out
completely.

Residency violators
Mubarak Al-Kabeer Security Department

launched several campaigns resulting in the
arrest of 96 people in violation of residency
and labor regulations, in addition to issuance
of 55 traffic citations and impoundment of 25
vehicles.

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Ministry of Electricity and
Water (MEW) and Ministry of Public
Works (MPW) resumed pumping
water to 17 areas, as water was cut
to execute a project for MPW. Both
ministries said that scheduled work
at the Jahra road project was com-
pleted four hours before the sched-
uled time. Meanwhile, Minister of
Commerce and Industry Dr Yousuf
Al-Ali said that emergency teams at
the ministry had followed up with
the water-cut procedures to insure
that affected areas continue to be
supplied with fresh water via water
tanker trucks. In the meantime,
MEW Undersecretary Mohammad

Bushehri praised MEW and MPW
staff for their efforts that helped
finish works within 14 hours
instead of 18 as originally sched-
uled.

MEW beats power cut fears
Separately, informed sources at

the Ministry of Electricity and
Water (MEW) said the ministry was
able to overcome 75 percent of
power cut fears during summer,
adding that the highest load was
recorded in August reaching
12,520 megawatts. MEW noted the
period between June and
September is the peak consump-
tion period, adding that cuts in the
transfer networks were limited

compared with last year and con-
stituted just 1 percent of the elec-
tric system that works 24 hours a
day.

Dead dolphin
A photo of a dead dolphin tak-

en on a Kuwaiti beach was pub-
lished on social media. Many want-
ed to know the reason of its death,
which may have been pollution.
Authorities did not make a state-
ment on the matter.

Fireworks confiscated
Nuwaiseeb customs officers dis-

covered 41 various boxes of fireworks
in the divided zone which smugglers
attempted to get into Kuwait.

MEW resumes water supply

Dr Yousuf Al-AliMohammad Bushehri

KUWAIT: Head of the medical services team of the Kuwaiti
Hajj mission has affirmed readiness of the Kuwaiti hajj mis-
sion after completing the necessary procedures in the Al-
Naseem area in Makkah. Deputy head of the team
Mughyer Al-Shammari said in a statement yesterday that
the Ministry of Health’s delegation returned to Kuwait after
equipping the mission’s clinics ahead of the arrival of
Kuwaiti pilgrims, adding that a medical team will leave for
Makkah by September 7. Shammari pointed out that the
second batch, which will include the team leader, doctors
and members of the nursing staff, will leave Kuwait on
September 12, indicating that the medical clinics will be
ready to receive pilgrims by September 14. — KUNA

Preparations for hajj
season completed 

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Health Ministry will divide Jaber Hospital
into several departments within a strategy to attract world
hospitals to run each department to enhance the hospital
work. Sources said the ministry’s decision will be made in
agreement with the council of ministers, after the Ministry
of Health failed to attract any international hospital or
company to run the hospital due to its size and because its
management constitutes a huge burden on an internation-
al management that comes for investment.

Construction of the the Jaber Hospital, which is located
in South Surra, is expected to finish by this year’s end,
while it is set to go on test operation at the beginning of
2016. The hospital is considered the largest in the Middle
East and the sixth largest worldwide with a total area of
220,000 square meters. The building consists of five towers
with a total bed capacity of 1,168, and contains a parking
lot that fits 5,000 vehicles. An underground central power
plant, build specifically for the project, supplies the build-
ing with 100 percent of its electricity needs.

Jaber hospital divided into several departments

The Jaber Hospital

Students are pictured during the VIVA Coded Academy lecture.Dr Yaser Alosefer is seen during the VIVA Coded Academy lecture.

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and
most developed telecom operator, announced
that The VIVA Coded Academy, the first acade-
my dedicated to teaching software program-
ming to the entire GCC, has recently hosted Dr
Yaser Alosefer from Saudia Arabia as the first
guest in the Academy’s Speaker of the Week
series. The series comes as part of the
Academy’s mission of continued education for
the tech community in Kuwait, and as a con-
tinuation of VIVA’s effort to empower youth
through education and development. 

Dr Alosefer is the foremost expert on cyber
security, ethical hacking, and social engineer-
ing in the Gulf region. He holds a PhD in
Internet Security from Cardiff University, and is
held in high regards as an authority on social

engineering and ethical hacking, and has
been invited to speak at numerous events
across the world. 

Abdulrazzaq Bader Al-Essa, Director of
Corporate Communications at VIVA, expressed
his immense pleasure that The VIVA Coded
Academy hosted Dr Alosefer by saying: “VIVA
is honored to have hosted Dr Yaser Alosefer, an
expert with a wide following on social media
where he discusses current topics and inter-
esting subjects in the Cyber Security realm. We
hope that the students gain the most out of
his discussion on social engineering and cyber
security.”

Internet security
During his lecture at The VIVA Coded

Academy, Dr Alosefer introduced some
broad concepts on internet security, inform-
ing the audience of the importance and
dangerous ramifications cyber wars can
have on the region as whole. The lecture
drew on examples of cyber battles among
global superpowers, and how modern day
global conflicts are fought behind comput-
ers. 

Dr  Alosefer  a lso  covered impor tant
aspects of  personal  protection against
internet hacking, and the methods through
which hackers could penetrate someone’s
personal data and information. He pointed
out several examples of how a hacker might
steal personal data through both hardware
and software technologies, such as viruses,

flash drives, cameras, and more.  Following
his presentation, Dr Alosefer spent time in
group discussions with the Academy’s stu-
dents and the audience in general. The dis-
cussions were a chance for attendees to
find out more about specific subjects in
Internet Security, and tap further into Dr
Alosefer’s expertise in the matter. 

Dr Alosefer’s visit represented a unique
opportunity for The VIVA Coded Academy
students to interact with an expert in an
important area of software technology.
Such an opportunity plays an important
role in helping the Academy ’s students
develop into world class coders who can
give back to Kuwait through social engi-
neering, ethical hacking, and the protection

of personal information and national cyber
security.

VIVA’s sponsorship of this program stems
from its belief in investing in the intellectual
capabilities of young men and women in
Kuwait. Supporting such initiatives is part of
VIVA’s relentless efforts to empower youth
in Kuwait with the tools they require to
build their dreams. 

More information on the course and on
‘The VIVA Coded Academy’ can be found on
www.joincoded.com and @JoinCoded on
Instagram. Any information can be found by
visiting any of VIVA’s 69 branches, author-
ized distributors, the company’s website at
www.viva.com.kw or contact its 24 hour call
center at 102.

The VIVA Coded Academy hosts Dr Yaser Alosefer
In cooperation with ‘Coding Campus’


